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Description

The company Hagenbuch Hydraulic Systems AG was founded in 1955 in Ebikon and its still involved with 
hydraulic drive technology even today.
In order to meet the demand for comprehensive solutions, we have enhanced our development and have 
also specialised in the areas of mechanics, electronics and control in addition to the production of compo-
nents and units.

We regularly provide hydraulic equipment and controllers for steel water engineering and industrial 
plants. The following reference images will give you a brief overview.
Our delivery portion, depending on the customer, includes the gears (cylinders), the hydraulic units, the 
controller and the line connections.

With our sophisticated piping system, we can offer you an alternative to welding technology to connect 
pipes.

Connecting without welding with the Walform technology offers you the following benefits:
- Secure, positive-action hold of the pipes
- Unique assembly end
- Reduced pick-up path
- Minimal assembly torque

A plus of security with a form lock:
- Solid / pressure-resistant
- Absolutely sealed
- Approved in safety areas
- Makes allowances for assembly errors
- Pressure decrease and noise development comparable with other screw systems

We will be happy to advise you and show you the technical capabilities to find the optimum solution for 
you.

The Hagenbuch Service Center looking forward to meeting you!
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Comparison of reference images

Previously: Later:
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Industrial plants

  
  

  References:
  - Perlen Papier AG, Perlen
  - Steeltec AG, Emmenbrücke
  - Swiss Steel AG, Emmenbrücke
  - Dow Europe GmbH, Samstagern
  - Hitachi Zosen Inova AG, Zürich
  - Siemens AG Österreich, Graz
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Water power plants

References:
  - Fäh Maschinen und Anlage-
    bau AG, Glarus
  - H. Erne Metallbau AG, Leuggern
  - HYDRO Exploitation SA, Sion
  - CKW Centralschweizerische 
    Kraftwerke AG, Luzern
  - Kleinere Kraftwerke
  - ewl energie wasser luzern, Luzern
  - Andritz Hydro AG, Kriens
  - Grimsel Hydro/Kraftwerk Ober-
     hasli AG, Innertkirchen
  



Service / Maintenance

  Referenzen:
  - Scheuchzer SA, Bussigny-Lausanne
  - Stahl Gerlafingen AG, Gerlafingen
  - Papierfabrik Netstal AG, Netstal
  - Georg Haag AG, Beromünster
  - BOA AG, Rothenburg
  - KKL Luzern
  - Opernhaus Zürich AG, Zürich
  - RUAG Schweiz AG, Emmen
  - CKW Luzern
  - Greene, Tweed & Co. (Suisse) SA, Yverdon-les-Bains
  - Rigips SA, Granges
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